
 

 

At the top of the screen players are shown who is ahead and 

who is behind.  On pro level, they’re fierce opponents. 

Below are two cars coming toward you.  You’ve crashed and 

are facing the wrong way!  Just like his earlier game, Avia-

tor, you’ll need to press the engine start button for a bit 

until it turns over. 

 
 

Lights pop up to start the race. 

It’s by no means perfect:  below you’re looking sideways at 

the track, but cars are only depicted from front view.  Also 

you can’t over-rev the engine which would have been nice. 

REVS is a simulation of a Ralt F3 car powered by a Toyota Novamotor 
engine.   It ran just fine on the 32k machine.  
 

The game design and car control was amazingly advanced for it’s year.  
The track (not the cars) is clearly a filled 3D environment (no glass 
tunnel here). It was the first game to allow player adjustments to the 
car—here you could adjust the front and rear wings through 40 differ-
ent levels each.   Having said that, there was only one track so once 
you found your setup, you were done. 
 

First choose from the three difficulty levels, then you need to do some 
hot laps and get a good qualifying position, then it’s into the 5, 10 or 
20 lap race with 20 competitors.  
 

The game is full of neat features—edit the competitors names, dodge 
the AI cars strewn around the track as their engines fail, working mir-
rors, a neutral gear and a reverse gear.  It’s quite endless.   
 

This was possibly the first game to appear in a motor sport magazine.  
Autosport suggested buying the £399 computer just so that you could 
play REVS.   It says on the cover of the manual "Driving is believing".  
That’s not Acornsoft being arrogant—they just knew they had a stonk-
ing game for us. 
 

£15.95 bought you the tape (5.25” disk was even more). Both were slow load-
ing, but that’s okay, you had a lot to read.  The game packaging was stunning.  
The cover illustration was from an established artist and the box included a 
sticker and a poster.  More importantly, it had a programme about Formula 3, 
written by James Hunt’s brother an F3 driver.  It had lots of information about 
the track, it’s corners, previous race winners etc.  The game also had a very de-
tailed manual discussing the car, how to drive on the ‘ice like’ grass, how to get 
a faster start, aerodynamics, cornering /racing line etc.  All important factors 
simulated here. 


